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For the first time in this match, it would be nearly 30 minutes until a shot would be taken by either
team in this match. After the 10th minute, the Milwaukee Torrent would play the remaining 30

minutes of the match with a 2-0 lead and would go on to win 4-1. Katie Koker once again would find
herself in a challenging position in the box with a defender in front of her. She would use her speed
to create space then put a spin move on her defender for the shot. Bonnie Lacy would control the

ball deep in the box while Emma Keckeisen would control the ball in front of the box. Her long throw
would find the waiting hand of Keckeisen. In turn, Keckeisen would make a run on the ball and high

stick out Koker, who would then perfectly time her finish to the back-post with her off-hand. She
would then attempt to quickly clear the ball to send it to Lacy but it would fall on the side and

threaten the goal before Koker could clear her lines. After a couple of minutes of play, the Torrent
would get the first goal of the game in the 57th minute. A long throw from Emma Keckeisen would

fall to the feet of Francisko Felipe who would beat the goalkeeper at the near post to give the Torrent
the lead. In the 61st minute, the Torrent would put the match away when Koker would get down the
left side of the box. She would receive a pass from Lacy and take time on the ball. As she did, Koker
would look left and right to the defenders for help before taking a few steps and driving on goal. If
the penalty kick went in the new torrents would continue to come down. But with her team already
in the penalty box, Chicago would find a way to tie the score up on a set piece. After a long look to
see if there was a big over hanging tree, the ball went to Nikki Jordan. She would run 60 yards to

break the defense, find the shooting lane, and make a diving header that would slide across the face
of goal into the back corner. BUY HERE
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chattanooga would look
to get the lead back into
the game. gabby steffen
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would get the ball and
play it down the field to

megan schmied.
schmied would send it
on to rebecca dye, who
would send it into the
box where bonnie lacy
would send it past the
goalkeeper. after going

behind to a first-half
goal, rotherham fans
hoped that their team
would come back from
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two goals down to
defeat. but it was the
hammers that got the
better of them on this

occasion as their
opponents succumbed to

a 4-1 defeat. this was
the third straight defeat
for rotherham, who have
lost their last four league

games. three minutes
and three seconds into

the second half, veretout
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had a chance to make it
3-0, but his shot went

just wide of the far post.
then, just past the hour,
he grabbed his second of
the game, firing into the

corner of the net. the
final goal came shortly

after that, when the ball
dropped to him and he
fired home the fourth,
sending the game into
extra time. the victory
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was pirate tokens very
much deserved. the

argentine striker scored
the fourth goal, but the
match finished with a
draw. after the match,
the argentine national

team's manager,
gerardo martino, said: "i
take full responsibility,
the players gave me
everything they had.

they gave their best to
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win the game and then
came back to defend
their title in berlin and
they did it. i am very
proud of my players."
late in the first half, a
long throw-in was won

by pirate tokens and the
ball landed to the feet of

fernando torres, who
struck the ball with pace
and shot towards the far
post. however, the ball
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was blocked by several
players, and the

defender was on hand to
knock it back for the

goalkeeper to save. the
ball came loose as it was
cleared and torres made
his way towards the back
post and he managed to

push it home.
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